3I Studio has been the interior designer in Hyderabad, who
has emerged in the marketplace, and who have a marked
difference in terms of having the vibrant professionals onboard. The studio has a rich expertise and experience of 15
years towards handling various mandates of both interior
and exterior design which suits very well for both residential
and commercial setups, and signiﬁcantly includes designing

The interior designer
who showcases
finest workmanship

for business centers and the hospitality sector as a whole.
The young bunch vehemently understands the
thought process of the customer and persistently
gets involved in conceiving the best design which
speaks your mind and works diligently towards
design, elegance and sensibility.

Getting hold of the modern trends in design in the
contemporary ecosystem
We are often preferred by customers in large with reference to the blending
of the modern trends and yet also sticking to the contemporary ecosystem.
This unique blend has been very much liked by the customer and many-atimes, goes beyond the actual expectation of the customer.

Our Approach which begins with an inspiration
We have a very simple and straightforward approach, we meet the client in person and
attempt to understand the scope of the requirement, have a complete see-through of the
space and devise a plan which matches your taste and lifestyle. Our team undertakes the
complete visualization process and proposes the plan for, design and works, along with the
material selection, until it takes the ﬁnal shape.

Our Unique Selling Proposition (USP)
Since the inception, our forte and Unique Selling Proposition
(USP) has been to absolutely maintain the customer-centric
relationship, the pillar of which has been the strength to
build our organization. Our friendly expert team always
makes it a point to brief the customer with the Current
Technology Space, which has dominated the landscape, and
ensure to get it implemented for both home and ofﬁce.

3I Studio has been on its wonderful journey to fulﬁll and
equally accomplish some of the illusionary thought

Our Principles
and policy

process and their ecstasy and make an attempt to
transcend them to the absolute reality. Towards this, our
profound principles and policy has been to conceive and
implement the ideas and design at a budgeted price.

Our Forte

•

Complete Home Designs

•

Designing the Home Theatres with perfect acoustics

•

Understanding the space management to deﬁne the
elegance

•

Perfect ambience which makes a perfect living rooms

•

The Home Automation which brings the connected
ecosystem

Our Services

Home Theatre with Acoustics:

Interior & Exterior Designing:

The Home Theatre has been the most

The home and ofﬁce interiors bring about

preferred components for the modern

their own ambience and equally remain

users and for the music lovers. One should

quite aesthetic which carry out the positive

understand that good acoustics are

vibe throughout. Needless to mention, that

absolutely required when we build the

both interior and exterior designing comes

Home Theatre, while doing so the removal

with an amalgamation of various elements

of excessive echoes and noise becomes a

of beauty, comfort, and the efﬁciency

must and which is very much possible with

exhibited by the design professional. The

an appropriate acoustic panel.

workmanship becomes evident as it
bestows the durability for a prolonged

Landscaping:
Landscaping has become an integral
element for most users and makes the
landscape to have a green impact to their
home and ofﬁce setups. We have
signiﬁcant ideas about garden landscaping
and with the necessary tools and
necessary amenities & apparatus to bring
about the green shade.

period of time.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) Designing:
The HVAC systems are the most important elements to
maintain the heating, ventilation and Air Conditioning in
good condition for a prolonged period of time. The HVAC
designs conceived by us are absolutely satisﬁed with
international standards.

Home Automation at its very best:
We live in the absolute world of connected ecosystems, and
towards this the home automation systems have literally
transformed and equally transitioned itself to the uniform
connectivity across all the devices with an absolute sync. 3I
Studio, attempts to bring about the ultra-contemporary
factor to the space

Space Management:
The space management is the most integral deciding
parameter for most of the interior designers when planning
for interior designing for both home and ofﬁce setups. The
space management actually deﬁnes the future tomorrow
with the reference to the arrangement furniture, equipment
and other assets and actually deﬁnes their positions in a
particular space.
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